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TOPIC: VERB FORMS 
Verb forms refer to the way or manner verbs are used to in our various communications. English verbs 

have five basic forms: 

1. the base   2.  –S     3. –ing    4. past    5.  past participle 

The past participles for regular verbs are not very difficult because they’re the same as the past 

forms. The past participles for irregular verbs are challenging, however, because they’re sometimes 

the same as the base form and/or the past form and because they’re sometimes different in both. 

Because the base, past, and past participle forms are often taught and learned together, the 

following are forms of the verb forms: 

Base/root         Present                 Past               Participle        ‘to’  Infinitive               -ing                   -s 

  

arise      arise         arose arisen                   to arise                     arising              arises 

forbid       forbid        forbade forbidden   to forbid      forbidding       forbids 

run        run           ran    run    to run                     running             runs 

steal      steal                        stole               stolen    to steal                 stealing            steals 

wear       wear          worn     wore                  to wear      wearing           wears 

write         write                     wrote       written    to write      writing              writes 

sweep        sweep         swept       swept    to sweep            sweeping          sweeps 

see          see           saw                  seen     to  see                     seeing             sees 

throw                  throw                   threw              thrown               to throw               throwing         throws 

swear                   swear          swore              sworn    to swear                wearing           wears 



 

Examples in sentences: 

The base verb ‘steal’ is used here: 

1. The young man steals the money. (third person singular –s) 

2. They steal the money. (plural verb) 

3. They have stolen the money. (participle) 

4. The young man likes to steal. ( to infinitive) 

5. The young man likes stealing anything that comes his way. (-ing verb) 

6. The young man stole the money. (past) 

 

The base verb ‘swear’ is used here: 

1. The old woman swears always. (third person singular –s) 

2. They swear during their inauguration.  (plural verb) 

3. She swore never to visit the place again.  (past) 

4. He had to swear for them to believe him. ( to infinitive) 

5. We like swearing on things that are not factual.  (-ing verb) 

6. I have sworn never to be ridiculed in life. (participle) 

 

As can be seen from the above examples, verbs are used depending on the communication 

purpose, especially the time of the action. 


